
 
 

Front-End Web Developer 

 

Job Description 

KM&A is looking for a Front-End Web Developer that understands the art of design, the art of programming 

and knows practice tactics as they relate to user-facing websites. Responsibilities include translation of the 

UI/UX design wireframes to actual code that can be implemented onto client sites. You will work with 

marketing and design professionals to create new websites as well as updating or refreshing current client sites 

based on goals and objectives set by account management.  

  

Other responsibilities include, updating, testing, maintaining and optimizing current websites and applications, 

developing web templates and modular CMS objects and the testing and implementation of the newly 

developed elements to be sure they are functioning correctly across multiple platforms and devices. 

  

Responsibilities 

· Develop new or update user-facing web pages and features using HTML/HTML5, CSS/CSS3  

      and JavaScript 

· Building reusable elements and widgets for future use 

· Designing UI/UX pages and understanding what is technically feasible 

· Optimize applications for maximum speed and scalability 

· Develop comprehensive testing procedures to ensure websites display correctly cross-browser,  

      operating systems and different digital devices 

· Collaborate with team members and departments 

  

Skills and Qualifications 

· BS or BA in web design, computer science or related field 

· 3-5 years of experience in web design and development 

· 2+ years of web development programming languages (HTML/HTML5, CSS/CSS3, JavaScript) 

· Proficient in client-side scripting and JavaScript frameworks, including jQuery 

· Proficient in Adobe Creative Suite (Photoshop, Illustrator, Dreamweaver) 

· Proficient in Microsoft Office (Word, Excel) 

· Proficient in cross-browser compatibility issues and ways to work around them 

· Good understanding of UI/UX tools and practice 

· Well versed in Google Analytics, able to understand metrics and adjust sites based on data 

· Working knowledge of search and display advertising practice 

· Very proficient in SEO principles and ensuring that applications will adhere to them 

· Any understanding of Back-End web development is a plus 

· Excellent time management skills are a must 

 

**All applicants must provide examples of web design work and projects they have had a heavy hand in 

developing. 

 

 


